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Ahs/rcrct: One- and two sample problems are considered which are divided into subproblems, for each of which 

a separate rank statistic is obtained. The best combination of these statistics is then compared to the ordinary 

undivided rank statistic. One easily sees that, under natural conditions, splitting causes no first order efficiency 

loss. Hence it becomes interestmg to derive second order results. The required methods are rather technical but 

fortunately much can be built on earlier work. The results are simple and quite encouraging: enlarging the 

number of subgroups by one typically costs about one additional observation. A small simulatton study 

confirms these results. 

Key word.~ mdphwsrs: One-sample problem; two-sample problem; asymptotic efficiency; second order ef- 

ficiency; asymptotic expansions. 

I. Introduction 

Consider a testing problem in which the total sample has been divided into r 

(1-22) subsamples. For each of these subsamples a suitable statistic T,, v = 1, . . . , I’, 

is available. In this situation it is interesting to find the best combination T* of these 

T,. and to compare its performance to that of the standard statistic T which would 

have been used for the total sample if it were undivided. If T turns out to be only 

marginally better than T*, it does not seem very worthwhile to reconstruct T, even 

if the original observations are still available, and not merely the T,., v= 1, . . ..I’. 

This subject and related ones have received considerable attention in the litera- 

ture. For earlier work we refer to van Zwet and Oosterhoff (1967) and Lehmann 

(1975), p. 281. In the present paper we shall concentrate on one- and two-sample 

rank tests. There are several reasons for this special interest. To begin with, Albers 

and Akritas (1987) recently presented a new class of rank tests under random censor- 

ship, based on the idea of ranking the uncensored and the censored observations 

separately and subsequently combining the resulting rank statistics. They already 
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demonstrated that the efficiency loss due to this splitting is asymptotically negligi- 

ble, and suggest that it will even be O(N-I,“), where N is the total sample size. But 

it would be nice to obtain more precise results on the effect of splitting. A second 

application which calls for a detailed comparison of combined and ordinary rank 

statistics, is the construction of nonparametric two-stage procedures, see Albers 

(1991, 1992). 

A third and more pragmatic reason is the fact that the basic techniques and results 

for such finer comparisons are readily available from the paper by Albers, Bickel 

and van Zwet (1976) and Bickel and van Zwet (1978). These papers will be denoted 

in the sequel by ABZ and BZ, respectively. As a lot of material is taken from ABZ 

and BZ, readers interested in technical details are advised to consult these papers 

for the necessary background. 

After this motivation, let us briefly recall why the combined statistic T* is first 

order equivalent to T(also cf. Albers and Akritas (1987), p. 650). Details and condi- 

tions will be postponed to later sections when we deal with the second order terms. 

Suppose that for testing H,,: fI= 0 against H,: B>O the statistics T,, are asymptotically 

normal with means G,u,, and variances a,?, v= I, . . ..r. We shall denote this as: 

T,. is AN(&,,,o,?), v=l,..., Y. 

A straightforward computation reveals that, if we want to maximize the asymptotic 

power, the best combination T* of these T,, for this purpose is proportional to 

C:,=, p,,T,,/o,!, which is, in its turn, 

For one- and two-sample rank statistics we typically have that /I,, = N,,,LJ and U: = 

N,,a’, where N,. is the size of the v-th subsample. 

Consequently, in this situation we can simply let T*= I:;=, T,,, which is 

AN(& C’, =, N,,,a* I:,=, N,). However, as Cl,=, N,,=N, this is nothing but the 

asymptotic distribution of the total sample statistic T. Hence T* and T are first 

order equivalent. It should be noted that in the two-sample case this result holds true 

only under the additional requirement that the two samples, of sizes say 111 and 

n = N- 177, are split in such a way that the subsample sizes /77,, and n,, satisfy 

m,, n, N,, -=-_=_ 
m n N’ 

v=l ) . . ..r. (1.1) 

again to the first order. This because p,, and crz depend on v through m,,n,,/N,,, 

which permits an expression like fib,= N,,p only under (1.1). 

On the other hand, it is quite fair to impose (I. I): it is intuitively clear that we 

only stand a chance of competing successfully through our combined statistic T” 

with the usual T if the balance of the sample sizes has been preserved under the 

splitting. 

Now that we have established some belief in the first order equivalence of T* and 



T, it becomes interesting to try a bit harder and to move on to second order com- 

parisons in the sense of Hodges and Lehmann (1970). The idea briefly is as follows. 

If T is based on N observations, then the test based on T* requires k = k,,, observa- 

tions to match the power attained by the test based on T. First order equivalence 

of T* and T means that e,V = N/k, 4 1 as N + ~a. Hence the so-called deficiency 

& = k,. -N = N(e,%’ - 1) satisfies d, = o(N), which can still vary considerably. Sec- 

ond order comparisons are aimed at determining the actual order of d, and prefer- 

ably the precise behavior of its leading term. Required for such comparisons are not 

mere asymptotic normality results, but asymptotic expansions to o(N-‘), which 

typically are much harder to get. An idea of the complications involved can be ob- 

tained by consulting the aforementioned papers ABZ and BZ, which cover the one- 

and the two-sample case, respectively. 

In view of the rather extreme technicality of these two papers, it might be feared 

that efforts to combine such results for various subgroups, will lead to expressions 

which are truly awful. Fortunately, this is absolutely not the case. By first looking 

at the classical situation of sums of independent random variables, we derive some 

simple criteria to determine which of the multitude of second order terms will cause 

differences between T* and T, and which will not. It turns out that the latter group 

forms an overwhelming majority. (But the first group is not empty!) To give an idea 

of the simplicity of the results, we single out the case of Wilcoxon’s two-sample test 

against logistic location alternatives. We shall prove that the deficiency dIv in this 

example tends to the finite limit 

d-r-l. 

In other words, the penalty to be paid for dividing the total sample into subgroups 

asymptotically equals one additional observation for each additional group. Note 

especially that this result is independent of the size of the test and the particular 

alternative considered. 

In the above we have sketched what we want to do, and why and how we want 

to do it. It remains to list the contents of the other sections. In Section 2 we shall 

collect the necessary results on convolutions of expansions. In the next section we 

apply these results and the relevant ones from ABZ to the one-sample case. In Sec- 

tion 4 we deal, using BZ, with the additional complications that arise in the two- 

sample case. Finally, in Section 5, we present by way of illustration a small simula- 

tion study for the case of the one-sample Wilcoxon test against logistic alternatives. 

The numerical results agree very well with the predicted theoretical values. 

2. Convolutions of expansions 

Let T be a statistic with a continuous distribution function (df). Consider a stand- 

ardized version 

T-i 
S=---- 

P ’ 
(2.1) 



such that the df G of S can be approximated by @(x- q), where CD is the standard 

normal df. There may seem to be some redundancy here: if [ is replaced by [+,@ 

in (2.1), G is approximated by CD itself. However, in applications q will typically 

vary with the unknown underlying distribution, which should of course not be the 

case for c. 

To arrive at a refinement of the above, we observe that the normal approximation 

amounts to a result like sup.,.(G(x) - @(x- q)l<6, in which for given size N of the 

underlying sample 6 is a positive and typically small constant, while moreover 6 + 0 

as we let N---f 03. Often it is desirable to sharpen such a result to one in which 6 is 

not merely o(l), but e.g. o(N-‘). Typically this entails replacement of the first 

order normal approximation @(a), where Z=x- q, by a more sophisticated approx- 

imation C?(Y), which has @(a) as its leading term. A common approach to building 

classes of such C?(Y) proceeds as follows. Let @ be the standard normal density and 

let @ (’ ), k = 1,2, . . , be the k-th derivative of @=@ (“) Then the Hermite polynomial . 

of degree k is defined through 

H,(~) = (-l)k@“‘(x), 
h 

k=O 1 2 

Q(x) 
3 , 1.... (2.2) 

We thus have H,,(x)=l, H,(x)=x, 17,(x)=x’-1, Hj(x)=x3-3x, and so on. 

Now we can construct more sophisticated approximations G(a) for the df G of 

5’ from (2.1) such that for some positive constant 6 

sup 1 G(x) - c(2) 1 < 6, (2.3) 

where I-x-~ and 

G(x) = Q(x) + G(x) i: bk Hk(x). 
h =o 

(2.4) 

Again the idea is of course to select the coefficients 6, in such a way that 6 is as 

small as possible for given p. Moreover the statistic T, and hence c, p, q, 6 and the 

Ox, will usually depend on the size N of the underlying sample and not only 6, but 

also bx will tend to zero as N 4 00. But at this point the purely formal result in (2.3) 

and (2.4) suffices. We shall merely assume for convenience that all bl, satisfy 

1 bL 1 < 1. Hence in other words, only the general structure of the approximation G 

has been determined so far and a wide variety of possibIe choices remains. Later 

on, in Sections 3 and 4, we will consider explicit choices, resulting in unique 6. But 

the additional details involved would at this stage merely obscure what is going on 

in general. 

Next suppose we have independent statistics T,,, v = 1, . . . , r, for each of which the 

above exposition holds. Hence we encounter S,,, [,>, p,>, G,., q,,, G,,, bx,, 6, and x,. = 

Y-V,,. Typically the same accuracy will be required for each v, so there is no need 

to let p depend on v as well. From the introduction it is clear that we are particularly 

interested in TY= C:, _, T,,. As its standardized version we obtain 



where y,, by definition equals p,,/(CL=, @)“2 and satisfies 

,i, ?J: = 1. 

9 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Our first goal now is to derive an approximation for the df of S” in (2.5) from the 

approximations G,,(x,.) for G(x), v = 1, . . . , r. The result is presented in the following 

lemma. Bearing in mind that in our intended applications the bk,. will tend to zero, 

we relegate all terms involving three or more factors bh,, to the remainder. 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose S,,, v = 1, . . . , r, are independent statistics with continuous df’s 

G,. admitting approximations G, sutisfying (2.3) and (2.4) for certuin p, b,,, with 

1 b,, 1 6 1, 6,, und x,, =x - q,,. Then the df G” of S* from (2.5) satisfies, for certain 

nonnegative constants C, und C,, 

sup lG”(x)- d*(x:“)l 
.I 

where x* =x - 1:; =, y,, qv and 

d*(x) = Q(x) + Q(x) kcc, I i b,,,y;+'fi',(x) 
L’= I 

,I ,I I , 

- c c c 1 bLvb!~y~+‘y,~‘Hx+,+,(.~) . (2.8) 
h=O/=() I’=, $=, 

I’ < I’ 

Proof. First we consider the case r=2. Since S*= y,S, + y2S, we clearly have that 

G*(z)=jG,((z-x)/y,)dG,(x/y,). Using (2.3), (2.4) and the fact that the G,. and 

G,. are of bounded variation and continuous (cf. Widder (1966), Chapter l), we ob- 

tain for all 2, 

(2.9) 
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for some positive constant C. Obviously, the upper bound remains valid as such if 

the indices I and 2 are interchanged. Averaging these two possibilities, we arrive at 

the symmetrical expression corresponding to the first two terms on the right-hand 

side of (2.7). (The third term will only be needed for r>2.) 

Hence it remains to show that the approximation 

from (2.9) for the df G* equals 6*(x*) from (2.8). This follows by straightforward 

computation, using the fact that 

for k, 130. (Note that the factor CI,=, vt vanishes in view in (2.6).) 

Alternatively, since 

e”-‘d(H,(x) Q(x)) = -(it)“” em”“, 

we have 
‘cc 

P,(t) = 
!a 

e”-‘de,,(X) = ee”‘* 
i 

1 - f bk,,(it)k’+’ 
1 

, (2.10) 
k=O 

and 

IJ exp(iV,rlJ&(Y,t) = exp 
c 

it C y,rlu-+‘) II b - i hX,(iv,t)h+‘j, 
” ” k=O 

which also readily produces the desired result. Moreover, the generalization to r>2 

is now immediate: Fourier inversion of the first three terms in this product still leads 

to G*(x*). The difference is that for r > 2 a number of terms remain. However, each 

of these terms consists of a certain derivative of @, which is bounded, times a coeffi- 

cient containing at least three bk,,. Since all /6,,l <l, these coefficients are all of 

order CL_, (xi=, 16,,))‘. Hence by adding the third remainder term in (2.7), this 

result becomes valid for r>2 as well. 0 

The next step will be the application of this result to our splitted sample problem. 

Hence T, and thus S from (2.1), now will be a statistic based on a total sample of 

size N, designed to test a hypothesis about an unknown parameter 8, for example 

H,: 0=0 against H,: 0>0. Our T,, v=l,... ,r, are test statistics for the same prob- 

lem, the only difference being that these statistics are based on samples of sizes NV, 

v=l , . . . , r. To allow the splitting interpretation, we obviously require that CL = 1 NV = 

N. Let 1’, =(N,/N)r”, then (cf. (2.6)) 

(2.11) 

Now it becomes useful to denote explicitly the dependence of pi, bh and 6 from 
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(2.3) and (2.4) on N and B by writing q=q(Q,N), bl, = b/,(&N) and 6=6(N). We 

then immediately have for I?,,, b,,, and 6, the relations 

v,, = q(e, N,.), bhv = b,(B,N,,), 6, = 6(N,). (2.12) 

In this way we have also established the connection between the approximation G(f) 

from (2.3) and (2.4) for the df G(x) of the standardized total statistic from (2.1) on 

one hand, and the approximation G*(x*) from (2.7) and (2.8) for the df G*(x) of 

the standardized combined statistic from (2.5) on the other. 

However, this connection does not seem to be very fruitful: even under (2.12), 

the approximations (2.8) and (2.4) look quite different and the supposed similarity 

of T* and T is not visible. Therefore we shall present in the following lemma two 

simple conditions under which similarities between G* and G do become apparent. 

Typically the first of these conditions is meant for terms of order N-’ and the sec- 

ond for those of order N-“I. 

Lemma 2.2. (i) Suppose that for a certain k,, 

b,,,(B, N,,) = rim -k”‘b,,,(e, N), 

with y,, as defined at (2.6). 

(2.13) 

(ii) Suppose that for certain k, and lo, 

bhc,i I,,+ ,(e, N,,) = -{I - Wk,, lo)) b,i,(Q,N,J b,,,(O, NJ, (2.14) 

where both bh,,(e, N,.) and b,,,(B, N,,) satisfy (2.13) and 6(. , .) stands for Kronecker’s 

delta. 

Then we have that under (i) the coefficients of Hk,, in C? from (2.4) and in G* 

,frorn (2.8) agree. Under (ii) this holds for Hh,, + ,,,+ ,. 

Proof. (i) Under (2.13) we obtain that 

i bk,,(e, N,,) Y?’ ’ = b,,,(e, N) vzi, Y; = bx,,(Q> N), 
I’= I 

in view of (2.6). 

(ii) Under (2.13) and (2.14) we obtain for k,#l, that the coefficient Hx,,+,i,+, in 

G* equals 

= -bk<,(e> N) b/,,(Qt N) C y;t + 2 c c Y;Y,; 
I’ v<g 

= -b,,(R NJ b,,,(& N) = bk,,+,,, +, (4 N). 

For k,=I,, the proof is virtually identical. 0 
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Remark. A generalization is the following: suppose bk(8,N,,) does not satisfy the 

conditions above, but can be expressed as C,T=, bij’(d, TV,,). Then the lemma can be 

applied separately to each of the summands for which the conditions do hold. As 

this generalization is rather trivial, we will not prove it, but we shall nevertheless 

feel free to use it. 

The fact that T* will resemble Tif (2.13) or (2.14) apply to all or most coefficients 

involved, is quite evident. However, at first sight these conditions look rather 

peculiar and it is not clear why they will indeed be satisfied often. Therefore we close 

this section with a trivial but illuminating example, before moving on to the real ap- 

plications in Sections 3 and 4. 

The example we mean is concerned with the case of independent identically 

distributed (i.i.d.) random variables (r.v.‘s) X,, . . . , X,&, from a continuous distribu- 

tion function F(x- 8), together with the choice T= C,“=, _Y,. Let T, simply be the 

sum of the first Nr r.v.‘s XJ, and T2 the sum of the next N, r.v.‘s Xj, etc. Clearly 

T”= C’ ,,=, T,, is identical to T in this example and hence G*= G. A typical choice 

for G(Y) is the Edgeworth expansion to order N-’ (see Cramer (1946), p. 229). The 

obvious norming constants to be used are [=/VP = N&X,, p= N’,“o= N”‘o,(X,) 

and q=N “‘B/a under the equally obvious assumptions O< o< M and O,< B= 

0(N-“2). Then G in (2.4) is determined by p = 5, b, = bl = b4 =0 and 

b2(B, N) = ~ &(@N) = -2, bs(0, N) = -5, (2.15) 

where K~ =Eo(X, -P)~/o~, fc4 = E,(X, -/~)‘//a’- 3 and thus E,,Xi is assumed to be 

finite. In this case p,> = yV = (NJN)‘“’ (cf. (2.6) and (2.1 I)). (Assume that y,, 3 E > 0, 

v=l,..., r, for some E>O.) It follows that b2 and 6, from (2.15) satisfy the first 

condition of Lemma 2.2, while b5 from (2.15) satisfies the second. Consequently, 

G* agrees with d as far as Hz, H, and Hj are concerned, and hence the two agree 

to order N-l, as the remaining terms in 6* are 0(Nm3’2). As finally 

x”=x-“~,y,,,l,,=\.-~~~,Y1=x-ri=~, 

it follows that the two approximations G(a) and G*(x*) coincide to the order under 

consideration, as should be the case in view of the fact that both approximate the 

same df G*= G. 

Having established that the conditions work, it remains to clarify why they work. 

This is most easily done by looking at the characteristic functions (chf’s) again. Let 

Q be the chf of X, -,u, then the chf es of S equals 

exp(Nlog@(&)) = e.up(,i, Ww~($&)). 
Expanding both sides we obtain a term proportional to N”-““2(it/o)h+’ on the 

left-hand side, and proportional to CL,=, N~‘-““2(iP,t/o)“t’ on the right-hand 



side. As p,, = y,. = (N,./N)’ ’ and Fourier inversion relates the (ir)l‘ + ‘-term to Hk, a 

result like (2.13) suggests itself. To explain (2.14), note that the expansion involves 

an exponential and that exp(-x) = 1 -x+x’/2+O(x3) for small x. Hence the 

(iI)” ” -term and the (if)” ’ -term in x lead to a product term involving (if)’ “+?, 

which corresponds to Hk+,+l. 

3. The one-sample case 

Let X,, . . . . & be i.i.d. r.v.‘s with continuous df F(x-8). Suppose that F(-x)= 

I ~ F(s) for all x. Hence under H,,: 8=0 the distribution of the 7; is symmetric 

about zero. Let O<Z,<...<Z,w denote the order statistics of /X,1,..., IX,;. Intro- 

duce, forj-l,..., N, 

t 

1 
y= 

if the X, corresponding to Zj is >O, 

0 otherwise. 
(3.1) 

Moreover, let J be a continuous function on (0,l) and let U, :,,< ... < U,: N be the 

order statistics of a sample of size N from the uniform distribution on (0,l). Then 

we introduce the exact scores 

aI = ajN = EJ(Uj:,), (3.2) 

j=l ,..., N; N-l,2 ,.... Then the one-sample linear rank statistic for testing H, is 

given by 
~\ 

T= c a,?. (3.3) 
j=l 

The appropriate norming constants (cf. (2.1)) are given by 

;=E(,T=i % aj, 
J 1 

(3.4) 

An approximation C?(_.C) for the df G(x) of the statistic S thus obtained, both under 

H,,: B = 0 and under contiguous alternatives, is available to order N-’ from Theo- 

rem 4.1 of ABZ. We shall now quote a version of this result. For brevity we shall 

be no more explicit than is strictly necessary for our present purpose. For full 

details, consult ABZ. 

To begin with, we shall stipulate the conditions on F and J. Let 9 be the class 

of twice continuously differentiable functions Q on (0,l) that satisfy 

Q”(t) 3 
lnn;If” f(t - 0 Q,(t) < 2. I I (3.5) 

Let @, be the class of df’s F on I?’ with positive densities that are symmetric 

about zero, four times differentiable, and such that, for Al/; =f”‘/f Y;(t)= 

v;(F-‘((1 + t)/2)), m, = 6, m2 = 3, m3 =4/3, m4 = 1, we have Y, E 9 (cf. (3.5)) and 
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lim sup 
I 
‘m ~~;(x+y)i”“f(x)dx< 03, ;=1,...,4. 

.\,-I) ( co 
(3.6) 

Let $, be the class of nonconstant functions J on (0,l) that satisfy JE ti and 

SC; J’(r) dt<w. 

Next we introduce the approximation itself. In 2=x-q, let 

17_N’ ‘0 sJy’ 
(S J2P2 ’ 

(3.7) 

where we use the convention that integration will be over (0, I), unless stated other- 

wise. Moreover, let 

c(x) = @(x)+@(x) ;N~ ‘r&,(N)+ i N'1~~"28'3-h)bhHX(~) 1 , (3.8) 
A =o 

where 

(3.9) 

cov,, = cov(J(c::,), Y,(U,:N)), a; = ~‘(JwJ:#v)), (3.10) 

and the bx, k=O, 1,2,3, are as given in &(x) in (4.7) of ABZ. 

Here it suffices to know that these coefficients depend on J and F, but not on 

0 and N. Maybe it is also useful to remark that the 6, are explicit functions of J 
and F and hence that d in (3.8) is unique. Now we can formulate 

Theorem 3.1. Let FE.~,, JE,~, und O<B<CN-’ ‘for some C>O. For fixed F, 
J and C there exist positive numbers J,,&, . . . s~rch that lim,V, m & = 0 and for 
every N, 

SUP iG(,Y)-G(a)1 f J,,N ‘. (3.11) 

Proof. This is a version of Theorem 4.1 from ABZ. 0 

Now suppose again our sample has been split into r subsamples of sizes N,,, 

!J=l, . ..) I: For each of these samples we obtain a rank statistic T, as in (3.3), based 

on exact scores, which in analogy to (3.2) are defined by 

a,(v) = aJ:,h’, = EJtu,:,\~,l. (3.12) 

Hence j?,‘= oi(T,) = Cy!, ajT(v)/2 and the standardized version S*= Ci=, y,S, of 

T*=c’;=, T,, is based on 

$ = ? aj(v) /( j, j$ ,:(,)j . (3.13) 
J=l 

Moreover, in analogy to (3.9) and (3.10) we introduce 

N>, 

Lo(N,,) = 2 C COvj(V) J*, 
j=l 

(3.14) 



where cov~(v)=cov(J(U~~,,~,),Y,(U,~,~,,)) and G,~(v)=G’(J(U,:,~,)). Now we are in a 

position to formulate the main result of this section. 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that pz = N,./N> E for some positive constunf E and v = 

I, . . , r. Then we have under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, 

sup G*(x) - C?(i) - Q(Y) $N 
i 

i &N,.) - b;,(N) < &N’. (3.15) 
I \’ = I 

Proof. Since ~Z>,E for all v, Theorem 3.1 provides an expansion C?,,(x,,) for the df 

G,. of the standardized version of c., V= 1, . . . , I’. Hence Lemma 2.1 provides the 

approximation C?*(x*) from (2.7) and (2.8) for G*(x). As concerns the remainder 

in (2.7), we note in the first place that 

i: 6,. = i: 6(N,,) = i &N,. ’ < (EN) ’ ,i, f& = o(W’) 

I’= 1 I’= 1 I’= I 

Moreover, according to ABZ (see p. 155), N-‘qb;,(N)=o(N”*), whereas the re- 

maining coefficients in (3.8) are clearly of order N ‘. Hence the other remainder 

terms in (2.7) are o(N-‘) as well. 

Next we consider d*(x) itself. As each coefficient involved is o(N-“*), the third 

and last part of 6*(x) in (2.8) is o(N-‘) as well and thus can be relegated tot he re- 

mainder. For the middle part of e*(x) we resort to Lemma 2.2. The terms in- 
volving ~(1 -X)/20(3 li’bk in (3.8) satisfy (2.13) with y,, replaced by p,,. As C,pL, CI,‘= 

NI J’-CFl, s,‘, it follows from (3.13) that 

v,-13J =o N_’ ( j, O;) = o(N ‘,I). (3.16) 

Hence 6” and d may not agree exactly for these coefficients, but the replacement 

of y, by p, in terms of order N ’ in view of (3.16) leads to differences of o(N-“‘*) 

which are amply negligible. 

The only term which does cause a difference is the one involving 6-,(N) in (3.8), 

which does not follow (2.13). Applying (2.8), we obtain that it leads in G * to a term 

involving 

i NL_‘~,,~)(N,.)~,,=N~‘~ i 6-,(~,,)y,,/~,,=~~tq i: &(N,,)+o(N~~), 
I’= I I’ = I I’= I 

using that I?,)= p,,q and (3.16). This precisely accounts for the difference between 

(3.11) and (3.15). 

However, there still remains one point to be cleared. In (2.7), the approximation 

uses x*=x-C:.=, y,.rj,,, while in (3.15) we simply use _?=x-q. But 

~~,y,;a,=a~~~~,.Y,.=ri~l-~ $ (~,,-.i’,)~3=~+o(N~‘), 
v I 

in view of (2.6), (2.11) and (3.16). 0 



The conclusion from Theorem 3.2 is that although the difference between the 

combined statistic T* and the total statistic T no longer vanishes like in the trivial 

example from the previous section, it is still remarkably small and simple. To make 

this even more transparent, we shall translate the result into terms of powers and 

deficiencies. Let X(Q) denote the power of the level (Y test based on T against H,: 

O>O, and define ~“(0) analogously. Recall that the deficiency drL of T” with 

respect to T is the additional number of observations required by the test based on 

T” to match the performance with T based on N observations. Let U, be such that 

cy = 1 - @(u,). Then we have 

Corollary 3.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorems 3.1 und 3.2 hold and that 

moreover C< a ,< 1 - F for some constant F> 0. Then 

n(H)-rr*(0)=d(lr,~rl)~ f: b&f,.)-&(N) +o(N-'1, 1 (3.17) 
I’_ I 

dfV = f: &,(A$) - b;,(N) + o( 1). 
I‘= I 

(3.18) 

Proof. Let 5, (r,*) be the critical value of the test based on T (T*) at level (Y. Note 

that (3.11) and (3.15) imply that <~=&+o(N-‘). Hence 

Another application of (3.11) and (3.15) and of the fact that &, = II, + o(l), produces 

(3.17). As concerns d,V, we note that replacing N by N+d,V entails replacing pl by 

?I( 1 + N-’ d,\,)“! Since the leading term in the expansions for both ~(0) and n”(B) 

equals 1 ~ @(u, - u), this replacement increases the power by @(u, - q)&/(2N) + 

o(W’). Combination of this result with (3.17) leads to (3.18). 0 

Hence, independent of the level a or the alternative 0, the additional number 

of observations to be paid as a penalty for the splitting, equals to first order 

C::_, b;,(N,,) - b-,(N). Note that in the locally most powerful case J= -@, we have 

from (3.14) and (3.9) that 

(3.19) 

To close this section, we shall present some examples, parallelling those in ABZ. 

Hence we consider the one-sample normal scores (NS) and Wilcoxon (W) tests, 

against both normal (G) and logistic (L) alternatives. (We use G from Gaussian as 

N from normal might lead to confusion with the sample size N.) For the computa- 

tions involved, consult ABZ (and the correction note). 

For the NS, we note that I,‘=, CJ,~ =+ log log N+ fv+ o(l), where y is Euler’s 

constant given by y=lim,< *,(cf=, i-‘-logk)=0.577216... . Hence (3.19) implies 

that 



Y- 1 
a’,(NS, G) = : ,c log log N,, - ; log log N+ ~ 2 v+o(l). (3.20) 

1 1 

Since jjza&, we also have d,(NS, 0) = +(r- l)(log log N+ y) + o(1). Hence for each 

additional subgroup, we pay to first order ilog log N-t +v additional observations. 

As this quantity attains the values +, 1, l+ and 2 for Nx4.6, 63, 7.9~ 10’ and 

2.0 x 1013, respectively, it is clear that typically one additional observation will suf- 

fice. For some numerical rather than asymptotic approximations for C,“_, of also 

consult Albers (1974), p. 118. 

For the second example of a locally most powerful test, we obtain simply 

d,$(W, L) + cl(W, L) = +(r- 1). (3.21) 

Hence one additional observation allows for two additional groups. For the remain- 

ing two mixed cases we find 

dN(W,G)+d(W,G)=(r-l)(t-21/2)=(r-1)0.671573..., (3.22) 

&(NS,L)=(r-I)(?-2$-;j 

- ;( i log log N,, - log log Nj + o(l), (3.23) 
V I 

or equivalently, d,V(NS, L) = +(r- l)( 1.765930 - log log N) + o(1). Note the remark- 

able phenomenon that the first order term in (3.23) can become negative. This prob- 

ably is a reflection of the fact that the NS score function is slightly too steep for 

logistic alternatives, which effect is lessened by splitting. Also note, however, that 

this point is mainly of theoretical interest: even for Nt = Nz= +N, it takes N= 1295 

before the expression in (3.23) reaches 0. And at e.g. N= 10’ it has only reached 

-0.15. 

4. The two-sample case 

In this section we shall consider the two-sample case. The development will closely 

parallel that of the previous section. The situation will be considerably more com- 

plicated, however. This is due to the fact that here the underlying distribution is no 

longer supposed to be symmetric, which results in terms of order N--“‘. Neverthe- 

less, by applying the hitherto unused second part of Lemma 2.2, we shall be able 

to get rid of almost all terms in this case as well. 

Let X, ,..., X,,, be i.i.d. r.v.‘s with common dfFand let X,,,+, ,..., X,,,+,, be i.i.d. 

r.v.‘s with common df F(x- 19). Suppose that for some E>O, 

E</I<l-E, (4.1) 

where A=n/N, with N=rn+n. Let Z,<... <Z, now be the order statistics of 
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x,, . . . ,X,,,, rather than of the absolute values. Moreover, no longer set I$ = 1 in 

(3.1) if the Xj corresponding to Z, is positive, but instead if it belongs to the second 

sample, that is, if i>n? + 1. Then the statistic Tin (3.3) has been adapted to testing 

the present hypothesis He: Q=O. Following BZ, we shall assume without essential 

loss of generality that 

,,$, uj=". (4.2) 

The appropriate norming constants (cf. (2.1) and (3.4)) now are [=E,T=O, p= 

(5’](7-)=(A(1 -qc,N_, ajz)‘? The approximation G(i) for the df G(x) of the statistic 

S thus obtained, both under Ho and contiguous alternatives is available to order 

N-’ from Theorem 5.1 of BZ. Again we shall be no more explicit than strictly 

necessary and refer to BZ for details. 

Let & be the class 9’ from Section 3 (see (3.6)) without the assumption of 

symmetry and with 3(1 + t) replaced by t in Y;. Likewise, let &‘z be the class 8’ 

with the additional assumption 9 J= 0 (cf. (4.2)) and with 1 J”< 03 replaced by 

lim ,_o,‘{f(l -f))7’6J’(f)=0. In 2=x-q, let 

q = -(A(1 - A)N)“%j J’P,/(j J2)“’ (4.3) 

(cf. (3.7)), and define 

G(X) = Q(x)+ G(x) +N-‘q&(N) + ; bk(Q, N)&.(x) 
i 1 

(4.4) 
k =o 

(cf. (3.8)), where C!&(N) is still given by (3.9) and 

,‘J,(& N) zz N”2g2b:‘)+ No”‘&;“) + N”2@3@, 

!I,(& N) = Bb,“‘+ 026,“‘+N846,‘3’+ N-lb,‘“‘, 

,&(& N) zz N-1’2b;” + N-“‘/3bj2’ + ~“2@@3’, 

I (1) 2 (2) b3(0,N)=N- 6, +6’ b, , 

b4(B, N) = N-“28b;“, 

b,(B, N) = N-‘b;“, 

(4.5) 

with the 6;” as given in K’(x) from (5.8) and (5.9) of BZ. 

Theorem 4.1. Let FEDS, JE$~, 0<0<CN-“2 forsome C>O. Under (4.1) there 
exist for fixed F, J, C and d positive numbers &, , J2, . . . such that lim,, co 6;v = 0 and 
for every N 

sup lG(x) - G(Y)1 G&N-‘. (4.6) 

Proof. This is a version of Theorem 5.1 from BZ. U 
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Next we again split N into I’;.=, N,, observing the side-condition (1 .l), which 

also implies that n,/N,, = i, v = 1, . . . , r. Then yy is again given by (3.13) and we can 

formulate the main result of this section. 

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that jjz=Nv/N>& for some positive constant E and 
v = 1, . . . . r. Then we have, under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, 

(7x4 
sup G*(X) - G(T) - -g i &NV) -b;,(N) -(r- l)(z?+ 2~) 

I I’= I 1 

G&N_‘. (4.7) 

Proof. Just as in Theorem 3.2 we begin by applying Lemma 2.1. 

The remainder in (2.7) still is o(N-‘): for C\=, 6,, the argument goes through 

without change, while for the other remainder terms the fact that the coefficients 

are now O(N-I’*) rather than o(N-I’*), still amply suffices. From (4.5) we learn 

that the three terms involving 6:.“, k=O, 1,2, are of order N-l’*, while the others 

are all of order N-‘. Hence the third and last part of G*(x) in (2.8) only plays a 

role as far as the six resulting combinations of these coefficients are concerned. All 

other contributions are o(N-‘). Next we turn to the middle part of 6*(x). Inspec- 

tion of (4.5) reveals that the terms involving !I:“, bA3’, 6,“‘, 6,‘*‘, 6:“, !I;“, and 6:” 

satisfy (2.13) in Lemma 2.2, if y,, is replaced by p,, . As all coefficients are O(N-I”), 

this in view of (3.16) leads to differences between G and 6* which are o(N-‘), 

which is precisely tolerable as this is the order of accuracy of the expansions we are 

working with. 

Next we turn to the second part of Lemma 2.2. Inspection of (5.8) in BZ shows 

that 
q= -$(#‘)2, 6’3’= _~(I)~(‘) 

2 0 I’ 
b’*‘= _‘(~“‘)2 _ ~(‘)~(‘) 

3 1 I 0 2 ’ 

/,“‘= -b”‘b;l’ and b:“= _+(@‘)2. 
4 1 

It follows that d and e* also agree to o(N-‘) as far as these terms are concerned, 

and moreover that all six combination terms mentioned before have been accounted 

for. 

Making up the balance in (4.5), we see that only b;” and 6,‘4’ fall outside the 

scope of Lemma 2.2. Hence these terms we need to retrieve from (5.8) in BZ, obtain- 

’ ing that N~“20b~2Z= -q/N and N- 6, (4)= -1/(2N). Treating these terms just as 

b;,(N), we arrive at (4.7). The argument according to which x*=z+o(N-‘) goes 

through unchanged, which concludes the proof. ‘II3 

Comparing Theorem 4.2 to Theorem 3.2, we observe that although the two- 

sample expansion given by (4.4) and (4.5) is much more complicated than its one- 

sample counterpart in (3.8), the resulting increase of discrepancy between G* and 

G is again surprisingly small: the only difference between (4.7) and (3.15) is the 

(r- l)(f+ 2q)-term. 



In the corollary below the result is reformulated in terms of powers and deficien- 

cies. 

Corollary 4.1. Suppose that the conditions of Theorems 4.1 und 4.2 hold and that 

woreover E < CY < 1 - F for some constant F > 0. Then 

n(B)-n*(0):O(ua-f+q g &(N,,)-b;,(N)-(r- 1)) 
I’_ 1 1 

+ o(N-‘), (4.8) 

d,v= c &(N,.) - b;,(N) - (r- l)+ o( 1). (4.9) 
I’- I 

Proof. From (4.6) and (4.7) it follows that the critical values satisfy r,*= 

&I + (r- l)<,/(ZAJ) + o(N-‘). Hence 

n(B) - n*(8) = G*(r,*) - G(&) 

= G*(&) - G(<,) + @(C, - ~)(1.- 1)&/(2N) + o(+). 

Another application of (4.7) and of the fact that &= u,+ o(l), leads to (4.8). The 

step from (4.8) to (4.9) is identical to that from (3.17) to (3.18). n 

To conclude this section, we present the results parallelling (3.20)-(3.23) for the 

two-sample case. Note that the passage from (3.18) to (4.9) is not just a matter of 

subtracting (r- 1) from the first result to obtain the latter: in going from & to &, 

we replace +( 1 + t) in Y, by t. We obtain subsequently 

d,V(NS,G)= c loglogN,.-loglogN+(r-l)(log2+y-1)+0(l), (4.10) 
I’: I 

d,,(W,L)Ad(W,L)=(r- l), (4.11) 

d,,(W, G) + d(W, G) = (r - I), (4.12) 

&(NS,L)=(r-1)(3-log2-y)- c loglogN,.+loglogN+o(l). (4.13) 
V=l 

Again some simplification can be achieved by replacing 

C loglogN,-1oglogN by (r-1)loglogN 
lJ=l 

in (4.10) and (4.13). A final remark is that in both the one- and the two-sample case 

we have 

d,(NS, G) = (r- l)(dN(NS, t) + f) + o(l), 

where d-,(NS, t) is the deficiency of the normal scores test with respect to the t-test 

(cf. Albers (1974), p. 122 and BZ, p. 989). 
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By way of illustration we shall perform some simulations for the case of 

Wilcoxon’s one-sample test against logistic location alternatives. We shall consider 

total sample sizes N between 20 and 50 and numbers of subgroups I‘ between 2 and 

5, thus producing configurations (N,, . . . . N,) like (10, IO), (10,40), (20,10, IO), 

(IO, 10, 10, IO, lo), etc. For (x we choose 0.05, while we typically select the shift B in 

such a way that the power n(B) is in the region of practical interest, say (0.6,0.9). 

Basically, the simulation method is of extreme simplicity: at each step, we draw 

a sample of size N from the standard logistic df F(X) = (1 + ee’)- ‘, shift it over 6’ 

and compute the Wilcoxon statistics T, T,, . . . , 7;. and T*. The fractions of times in 

which T and T':' exceed their respective critical values are the desired estimators for 

~(0) and X*(B), respectively. However, since we are interested in differences be- 

tween powers and between sample sizes required, rather than in these quantities 

themselves, the relative errors in the simulation estimates tend to be quite large, even 

for numbers of simulations NS of order 10’. 

Therefore, some refinements of the basic technique are applied, on which we shall 

now briefly comment. In the first place, the variance reducing technique of the anti- 

thetic variables is used: after each generation of a sample X,, . . , X,,, , we also utilize 

its counterpart 28-X,, . ...20-X,.. Moreover, as we are interested in relatively 

small quantities, we should take advantage of this situation by estimating small 

probabilities, which will further decrease the variance. To be more specific, we 

estimate n(0) - n*(e) by 

fro - &II 1 (5.1) 

where tit,, is the fraction of times the ordinary test rejects but the combined one 

does not, and ito, is just the opposite. 

Another complication which calls for some refinement, is the following. The 

estimators in (5.1) are obtained by counting the numbers of times the critical values 

are exceeded. For T, exact critical values are available from tables, but for T* this 

is obviously not the case. Now critical values for T* can be derived from those for 

T along the following lines. According to Corollary 3.1, the standardized critical 

values <,T and r, agree to o(N-‘). The unstandardized critical values are obtained 

through multiplication of 4: by (Cl=, CFl, , a’(v))” and of t, by (CFZ, TV,‘)‘,‘. 

For a,=j/(N+ I), the ratio of these factors equals 

r- I 

%G (5.2) 

to O(N I). Consequently, w/e shall use as critical values for T* those for T, after 

multiplication by the factor in (5.2). 

The fact that the critical values for T* are not exact, calls for a corrected version 

of the estimator in (5.1). For inexact critical values, we really estimate some e(B) 

and Ts*(B) rather than the intended rr(B) and n*(0), respectively. Let 6 and cS* be 



the corresponding realized exceedance probabilities under H,, then it is easily 

verified that to first order 

X(Q) - n+(8) = 7?(e) - 75*(B) - C(ti- ti*), (5.3) 

in which C=@(U,--)/@(u,), with q =(N/3)“‘0. Combination of (5.1) and (5.3) 

now leads to the corrected estimator 

S=(ii,o-iz,,,)-C(6,o-i30,), (5.4) 

where file and Go, are defined as 7i,,, and 7io, but applied to each generated logistic 

sample before it is shifted over 8. 

The variance o’(S) of S is in itself rather complicated, but the simulations show 

that most of the terms involved are negligible, as expected. A suitable estimator for 

o’(S) is 

6’(S) = {(7?,0 + 7i0,) + c2(&J+ &,))/NS. (5.5) 

Note that the replacement of (5.1) by (5.4) reduces the bias, but, in view of C2 in 

(5.5), increases the variance. 

Next we turn to the deficiency. From (3.17) and (3.18) we recall that dN and 

n(0)- n*(0) differ by a factor r@(u,- r7)/(2N) to first order for a;=j/(N+ 1). 

Hence the obvious estimator for d,, is 

d,v = 
2(3N)“‘S 

S@(U, - (N/3)“%) 

Also obviously, we find that &&) = 2(3N)‘! %(S)/@~(U, - (N/3)“‘0)). 

2(3N)“2 (fir0 - %I) (~10 - ~0,) = 
6 @(z& - (N/3)“%) - @(U,) 

(5.6) 

A simulation study was carried out along the lines indicated above, using 40000 

simulations for each case. On the basis of these simulations, the realized exceedance 

probabilities d* (cf. (5.3)) turn out to behave quite satisfactorily. Their estimated 

values differ only marginally from those for d. They tend to be on the negative, and 

hence conservative, side, leading to an average of 4.9% for cy = 5%. 

For brevity we shall present the results for one typical example in detail, and give 

a summary table for the remaining cases. For cy = 0.05, N= 40, r= 3, N, = Nz = 10, 

Nj = 20 and 19 = 0.75 we obtain 8,, = 4.36%, &ro=0.61%, &, =0.53%, I?,, =82.4%, 
^ 
z,~= 1.93% and ec,t = 1.12%. Hence the estimates for n(e), a and CZ* are respec- 

tively 84.3%, 4.97% and 4.89%. As C=2.13 here, we obtain through (5.4)-(5.6) 

that the estimated power difference S=O.65%, with ti(S)=O. 14%, while the 

estimated deficiency dN= 0.86, with &(a,,,) = 0.14. In Table 1 we list the results for 

X(G), d,, and &((d^,,,) for all configurations considered. The conclusion from Table 

1 is rather straightforward: the estimated deficiencies show an agreement with the 

theoretical values d=$(r- 1) from (3.21) which in view of the estimated standard 

deviations is very satisfactory. For r=2,3,4,_5, the average deficiencies obtained 

differ from +(r- 1) by -0.08, +O.Ol, 10.07 and -0.04, respectively. 



Table I 
The power n(H) (in Vo) of Wilcoxon’s one-sample test against logistic location alternatives with shift 0, 

the deficiency d,, with respect to this te\t of it, combined counterpart, and the standard deviation 

ii(ci,), all for level cr=O.O5 and bawd on 40000 simulation\ 

I’ ,‘,,(N,, , ‘N, ) 0 

2 (I,I) 
(l,I) 
(l>l) 
(I,3 
(1.3) 

(2,2) 

(2,2) 

(1,4) 

(l,4) 

(2,3) 

(2,3) 

(1, 1, 1) 

(1, 1, 1) 

(1% 1,2) 

(1, 1.3) 

(1?1,3) 

(1,2,2) 

(1,2,2) 

3 (I. 1, 1, 1) 

(1, 1, l,2) 

(1, I, 1,2) 

5 (1, 1. 1, L 1) 

(I. 1, 1, 1, I) 

n(f)) 

33.9 

78.4 

7x.5 

91.3 

96.9 

55.3 

96.8 

63.8 

90.7 

64.0 

91.0 

73.4 

91.3 

84.3 

63.9 

91.0 

63.9 

9O.Y 

84.2 

63.X 

90.9 

63.9 

90.8 

r7, ai,, ) 
0.45 0.18 

0.69 0. IO 

0.58 0.10 

0.58 0. I3 

0.62 0. I9 

0. I2 0.21 

0.51 0.19 

0.30 0.23 

0.19 0.18 

0.39 0.22 

0.23 0.19 

0.95 0. I6 

1.01 0. I6 

0.86 0. I9 

0.98 0.27 

1.16 0.23 

0.72 0.28 

1.37 0.22 

1.5’) 0.22 

1.25 0.31 

1.86 0.25 

I.90 0.33 

2.02 0.27 
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